Streye
Be More Productive with Smart Glasses
Streye is a referential company on the creation of Wearable technology Solutions that increase productivity in healthcare and business. Streye intends on becoming world leader on HUD-based technology, complete hardware - software - platform solutions.

We are experts in AR and VR Solutions

A Glass Partner
Epson Moverio Official Partner.
Oculus Rift Developers
Vuzix VIP Industrial Partner
RealWear Official Partner
Streye Platform is a secure real-time multi-device management platform to administer and control your company or institution’s technological deployment.
Develop and deploy, take advantage of our app and infrastructure services.

**DEVICE MANAGEMENT**
Control your devices and wearables from a secure web environment, being able to install apps OTA, update your OS, getting to know status, performance and location.

**BIG DATA INFORMATION**
Obtain apps and devices performance information and users behaviour. Get to know required info to assess return on investment.

**MAXIMUM SECURITY**
SSL-encrypted users and data management. Deploy your apps securely to your wearables without using public marketplaces.
Streye Suite

Apps to improve your business

Streye is a set of **Smartglasses-based apps** and for **mobile devices** for the optimization of work processes through the newest-cutting edge Enterprise devices on the market such as **Glass Enterprise**, **Epson Moverio**, **Vuzix** and others.

- **Reduce Costs**: Access information delay-free and directly from anywhere.
- **Increase Performance**: Carry out, consult and improve each daily task and process, hands free.
- **Maximize Efficiency**: Increase your own productivity as well as your team’s.
Glass Enterprise

More powerful, more versatile
We are exclusive Glass Enterprise seller in Europe
Our Streye Suite on the new Glass Enterprise, you will be able to boost performance, efficiency and safety in your organization. Discover how our tools can help you manage all production processes easily and intuitively.

"The new Glass Enterprise and Streye make you more efficient and productive."
Streye + Glass Enterprise

The Perfect Combination

Streye Suite + Glass Enterprise

• 1x Glass Enterprise
• Streye Lite Apps + Streye Suite Apps
• 5x Streye User Account
• 1 Year Support and Streye Platform access
• 2GB Streye File Storage

2.500 €

Streye Lite Apps

• Photo/Video App
• Streye File (Cloud Storage System)
• Streye Live (Live streaming to Youtube)
• Read PDF Documents and files

Streye Suite Apps

• Streye Lite Apps
• Streye Enterprise (Two-way A/V Streaming collaboration to share your line of vision)
• Streye Checkr (Protocol Manager and checklists)
• Streye Alert (Live Notifications on your eyesight)
• Streye Live Pro (Private Streaming for Live Events)

Streye Lite + Glass Enterprise

• 1x Glass Enterprise
• Streye Lite Apps
• 1x Streye User Account
• 1 Year Support and Streye Platform access
• 2GB Streye File Storage

1.550 €

Available Now on shop.streye.com
Streye Suite Apps
Apps to improve your business

Streye Launcher
Manage, distribute & deployment app.

Streye Enterprise
Streaming collaboration to share your line of vision thanks to Glass Enterprise.

Streye Live & Streye Live Pro
Stream live events through Youtube Live or broadcast in a more private way through the PRO solution.

Streye File
Cloud Storage System for SmartGlass.

Streye Alert
Generate your own alerts manually or through our API, fully automated from your own systems.

Streye Checkr
Create your own checklists for workflow and procedures. Manage them through Glass Enterprise.
Benefits

Our clients already have verified how Glass Enterprise + Streye improve their business

**29%**

**Increased productivity quality**
Reducing employee time on quality control tasks

**16%**

**Cost Reduction**
Owing to user-friendliness and minimizing personnel's learning curve

**50%**

**Savings on Potential Expenditures**
By deploying wearable technology on behalf of customer service
Streye Suite Apps
Apps to improve your business

Streye Enterprise
Streaming collaboration to share your line of vision thanks to Glass Enterprise
A New Experience in streaming collaboration enabling first-party line of vision sharing and carry out tele-assistance. You may also use it as a training element by sharing activities as an expert.
Streye Suite Apps

Apps to improve your business

Streye Checkr

Create your own checklists for workflow and procedures. Manage them through Glass Enterprise

Follow instructions and procedures hands free using a Smart Glass. Execute either sequential or decision-tree checklists.

Create reports with images for auditing and process achievement follow-up
Streye Suite Apps
Apps to improve your business

Streye Alert
Notifications on your eyesight

Thanks to the Streye secure platform, you can generate your own alerts manually or through our API, fully automated from your own systems.
Streye Suite Apps

Apps to improve your business

Streye Link

Consult information in real time

Retrieve any relevant information for managing and organizing your business
Streye Suite Apps
Apps to improve your business

Streye Logistic
Control and Manage your warehouse effortlessly
Prepare orders, check inventory or merchandise reception directly from Glass Enterprise.
Streye Suite Apps
Apps to improve your business

Streye for Epson Moverio
Now Streye Suite is also available for Epson Moverio BT300 & BT350
Enjoy the full power of Streye apps suite now on Epson Moverio BT-300 or BT-350. Contact us if you wish to test and/or acquire the solution together with Moverio your smart glasses.
Partners & Clients
We work together to market the best solutions
Our Partners & Clients

These are some of our clients who are now using Glass Enterprise and Streye

IT Services

GRIFOLS

Grifols is a worldwide leading pharmaceutical company. They have deployed the Streye Enterprise solution for Glass Enterprise for their systems operators located all over the world to be in immediate contact with a team of engineers in Barcelona and with IT Support staff in the United States; the main purpose is to receive expert advice remotely or technical support when carrying out whether a new installation or dealing with an IT equipment maintenance task. Owing to the possibilities offered by Glass Enterprise, regardless of the location throughout the world, being to work hands-free without having to hold any devices for remote support. Grifols IT team is able to respond much more efficiently to incidents or queries and to be more cost-effective.

Insurance

MAPFRE

MAPFRE is the leading insurance company in Spain and one of the largest worldwide; it has been taking advantage of Glass Enterprise deployment for its business processes. Basically, field assessors wearing Glass Enterprise and a wireless keyboard carry out the assessment procedures for insured vehicles being also able, among other things, to take a photographic report prior to repairs. After the all the procedures have been completed, the information generated by Streye Checkr on Glass Enterprise synchronizes with MAPFRE's corporate system, enabling immediate access to assessment input contained in the insured client's file. The field assessor is also able to carry out several assessment tasks sequentially regardless of the vehicle location for Streye Checkr functions offline and the information generated remains securely saved in Glass Enterprise until there is a proper connection to send sync with the corporate servers. MAPFRE has achieved to have immediate information available, making insurance vehicle assessment faster and more orderly.
Our Partners & Clients

These are some of our clients who are now using Glass Enterprise and Streye

Healthcare

Demonstration of surgical procedures is one of the essential learning modes in surgical education and still remains a cornerstone in surgical training. Therefore, attending surgery in the operating room is an integrated part of the official minor program for the 3rd year medical students with interest in surgical field.

To make sure students get optimal surgical education, several surgeries have been broadcasted during the minor program in Plastic & Reconstructive and Oral & Maxillofacial Surgery.

Manufacturing

Streye Alert for Glass Enterprise is effectively deployed on temperature control systems. The furnaces for glass production function properly within a minimum temperature range for error; the workmen wearing this integrated solution on Glass Enterprise are able to carry out several extra routines and procedures without the need to be fixed in one place and they are also able to respond immediately to any alert signal displayed on their screens.

Streye Enterprise for Glass Enterprise was used to establish the two-way audio and video communication between Glass (surgeon) and the observer (students). A proper Wi-Fi connection in the operating room was required for maintaining the broadcast.
Our Partners & Clients

We work together to market the best solutions
Contact Us

We can help you

Phone & Email

Spain  +34 810 101 153
Hong Kong +852 5938 4238
United States  +1(415) 231-3768

Mail  info@streye.com

Address

Spain  Calle Madre Paula Gil Cano 2ª planta 6ª, 30009 – Murcia
San Francisco  800 W El Camino Real Ste 180. Mountain View CA 94040.
Hong Kong: Room 2209, 22/F, China Aerospace Tower, Concordia Plaza, 1 Science Museum Road, Tsimshatsui, Kowloon

Social Media

Facebook  facebook.com/StreyeForGlass
Twitter  twitter.com/streye
Thank you

If you need more information visit streye.com or send a email to info@streye.com